
 

 

CHEE 319 

 

Process Dynamics and Control 
 

 

 

PEOPLE:  
  

 
 For an up to date list of personnel, please check the website. 

   

 

Schedule:  
 

Lectures: (STIRLING A)   

 Monday 8:30 – 9:20 

 Tuesday 10:30 – 11:20 

 Thursday 9:30 – 10:20 

Tutorials: (DUP 244)   

Section A Thursday 15:30 – 16:20 

Section B Thursday 16:30 – 17:20 

Office Hours (MG):   

 Monday 15:30 – 17:00 

 Wednesday 15:30 – 17:00 

 

 

 

Required References 

 

Course notes will be available on the web site throughout the course. 

 

1. Seborg, D.E., T.F. Edgar, D.A. Mellichamp and F.J. Doyle , Process 

Dynamics and Control 3rd edition, Wiley, NJ (2010) 
 

 



 

Course Objectives    

 

The basic definition of the fundamental control problem can be given as follows: 

 

“The central problem in control is to find a technically feasible way to act on a given 

process so that the process adheres, as closely as possible to some desired behavior. 

Furthermore, this approximate behavior should be achieved in the face of uncertainty of 

the process and in the presence of uncontrollable external disturbances acting on the 

process” (Goodwin et al. 2001). 

 

The basic objective of this course is to provide a comprehensive introduction to the 

concept of controller design of dynamical systems.  We will consider primarily a model-

based approach where the dynamics of the process to be controlled have been modeled 

adequately using either black box or mechanistic models.  

 

We will first emphasize the development of control system analysis tools for continuous-

time linear systems. These include frequency response analysis techniques such as the 

Nyquist stability criterion and the Bode stability criterion.   

 

The primary emphasis will be on controller design techniques, in particular, model-based 

controller design. The course will attempt to assemble a set of tools for the design of 

controller in the presence of delay and process disturbances.  

 

By the end of this course the student should be able to: 

 

a) derive transfer function models from process models and process data 

b) recognize important process dynamic features of SISO linear dynamical systems 

c) apply modern control theory to design a controller for uncertain SISO linear 

dynamical systems 

d) understand the trade-off in performance that arise in the design of a controller 



 

 

Course Outline           

 

1. Introduction            

 Historical perspective 

 Feedback and Feedforward Control 

 Basic Control Loop 

 

2. Modeling for control         

 

3. Solution of Linear ODEs using Laplace transforms 

 Common Laplace transforms 

 Partial fraction expansion 

 

4. Transfer function models of mechanical systems 

 Linearization of nonlinear systems 

 Transfer functions and Block diagrams 

 

5. Analysis of Continuous-time Linear  Systems 

 Transfer function models  

o Poles and zeros 

o Stability 

 Frequency response 

o Bode diagrams  

o Filtering 

 

6. SISO Controller Design and Analysis       

 Feedback structures 

 Nominal stability using frequency response 

o Nyquist stability criterion 

o Bode stability criterion 

 

7. Synthesis of SISO Controllers        

 Model-based PID tuning  

o Direct  synthesis  

o Internal model control 

 General formulation 

o SISO pole-placement approach 

 Smith Predictor for delay systems 

 

8. SISO Control Design         

 Internal model principle 

 Feedforward control (Time permitting) 

o Reference and Disturbance feedforward 

 Input saturation (Time permitting) 



 

 

 

 

Grading   
   

Quizzes  (TBDIC) 35% 

Final Exam 65% 

 

 

 

Some guidelines:  
 

i) Assignments  

 

 Problems will be assigned every week. Although they will not be marked, weekly 

tutorials will be concentrated on the solution of the problems and on questions 

that may arise from the course. 

 Collaboration is encouraged throughout the course. It is recommended that the 

students develop their own individual solutions.   

 

ii) Exams  

 

 Quizzes are open-book.  Textbooks, course notes and assignments will be 

allowed.  

 Final Exam is closed-book. Tables and formulas will be provided. 

 The timing of the quizzes will be decided in class. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Teaching Approach & Expectations  
 

Each student is ultimately responsible for learning the material in a course. Every 

professor is responsible for presenting the course material in a manner that facilitates 

learning as much as possible for the class as a whole.  

 

In fulfilling this contract, I expect that you will actively and constructively participate in 

the course. In other words, you are expected to: 

 

 ask questions whenever something is not clear,  

 help each other understand the course material, 

 perform all assigned reading on time, 

 arrive on-time for class, 

 be courteous to each other and myself, 

 provide me with feedback / suggestions as to how the course and my delivery 

can be improved. 

 

In return you should expect me to: 

 

 treat each of you with courtesy and respect, 

 be committed to help you understand and master the course material, 

 by being available for out of class assistance, 

 by providing competent teaching assistants, 

 by working to continually improve the course. 

 treat each question or concern seriously and answer these to the best of my 

ability. 

 

Class discussions and student participation are encouraged as much as possible, in and 

out of the classroom. 

 

Have a good term. 

 


